You are cordially invited to the University of Washington’s “Rain City Send” climbing competition. Please read the following for information on registration, formatting and competition logistics. If you have any questions please contact us at the phone number or email provided below.

Competition Format

› Redpoint Format

In this format, climbers will be allowed to try any boulder problems and rope routes during their assigned heat as many times as they want. Climbers will score a compilation of their highest scoring routes/problems. There will be a flash bonus for climbers who climb a problem or route on their first try.

› Heats

Each heat is 2 and one half hours long. A competitor’s heat assignments are given to them prior to the start of the event. Day-of logistics and assignments will be sent to each team the week prior to the event.

› Rosters

Each team is allowed to register 16 climbers until April 10th, after that date any remaining spots will be open for additional team climbers.

› Categories

On the registration form, climbers should indicate the category they entered in the last competition attended. However, this may not necessarily correlate with the category the climber is placed in after final scoring. The categories are as follows:
- Recreational V0-V1 and 5.6-5.8
- Intermediate V2-V3 and 5.8-5.10
- Advanced V4-V5, 5.10-5.11
- Open V6 and harder, 5.11 and harder (Open competitors should possess the ability to lead)

*Team Registrations are due by 8:00 AM, April 16th*

To Register

1. Fill in the registration form provided.
2. Every participant must bring a signed waiver form to the competition.
3. Fax or email the entry form to:
   Garrett Genereux, ggenereu@uw.edu
   Fax: 206.685.4661
   Phone: 206.616.1143 (phone entries are not accepted)

*Entry is $25 per person*